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"When Rob and his brother arrive on an island in the Arctic Ocean, their family vacation is anything but
boring. Even the airplane pilot is crazy, and his name is Crash" Cf. Our choice, 2002.
Fantasy is one of the most challenging art subjects to create, but Luis Royo is one of the masters who
makes the genre come alive. This new fantasy art book by Royo is filled with interesting and imaginative
ideas and conceptions expressed through sketches that were inspired by ideas the artist gathered from
around his life.
- An entire art book devoted to the stunning works of master painter Luis Royo.
"Let me tell you who I am, on the chance that these scribblings do survive....I am Murgen, Standard
bearer of the Black Company, though I bear the shame of having lost that standard in battle. I am
keeping these Annals because Croaker is dead. One-Eye won't, and hardly anyone else can read or write. I
will be your guide for however long it takes the Shadowlanders to force our present predicament to its
inevitable end..." So writes Murgen, seasoned veteran of the Black Company. The Company has taken the
fortress of Stormgard from the evil Shadowlanders, lords of darkness from the far reaches of the earth.
Now the waiting begins. Exhausted from the siege, beset by sorcery, and vastly outnumbered, the Company
have risked their souls as well as their lives to hold their prize. But this is the end of an age, and
great forces are at work. The ancient race known as the Nyueng Bao swear that ancient gods are stirring.
the Company's commander has gone mad and flirts with the forces of darkness. Only Murgen, touched by a
spell that has set his soul adrift in time, begins at last to comprehend the dark design that has made
pawns of men and god alike. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
Secrets
Dreams
Mrs. Demming and the Mythical Beast
On Opium
Evolution

Projects it0;s divided into two books with a clear difference. Thefirst gathers images designed to walk freely by the
author0;s eternal dreamsaround the fantasy and the female world, while the second collect specific workdone to carry out
a project or be the cover of a product or a book. The freepath of these pages is flooded by the female figure. The
protagonist, the"goddess". In all his career is a constant. A repeated image insearch of the ideal, in search of that mother
goddess lost in time.
The latest collection of graphic art by the,best-selling artist of Secrets, Malefic, III,Millennium and others. More beguiling
fantasy,painting plus the beginning of an elaboration on,the front cover of Malefic.
This new book by Luis Royo promises to be his best yet, focusing on exotic fantasy body art and piercing as only Royo
can create.
LA OBRA MÁS MÍTICA DE LUIS ROYO, REMASTERIZADA, AMPLIADA Y TOTALMENTE REVISADA POR EL
AUTOR. Cuando Malefic irrumpió allá por los noventa en el mundo de la ilustración, sus imágenes y su autor, Luis Royo,
se convirtieron en iconos y símbolos de una época. Hoy, muchas de ellas forman parte del imaginario colectivo, como
las señas de identidad de toda una generación. Ahora, con esta nueva y remasterizada edición, Norma Editorial y el
propio autor quieren completar un trabajo que lleva casi 20 años en marcha y adaptar un libro clásico al estilo actual
para que lo puedan disfrutar los viejos y los nuevos aficionados a este género.
Apocalypse Volume 1 HC
Masters of Spanish Comic Book Art
Wild Sketches 2
Malefic Time
Masters and Legends of Fantasy Art, 2nd Expanded Edition
An artist of the spectacular, each collection of his work sparkles with pieces seen on book covers from around the world. Royo has devised a
special personal mix of media that makes his work so uncannily real and engaging as to make him one of the most sought after designers of
the moment.
A collection of never before printed sketches, full of strength and vitality. This book is presented in a Japanese Manga style.
The survivors of the Black Company regroup to rescue their fellow comradesinarms, who are being held prisoner in the underworld, but the
journey is extremely dangerous. Reprint.
An epic story that renews the story of Romeo & Juliet, set in a fantastic city controlled by two castles. In one of them, rules a suggestive and
refined world of women, inthe other one, a world of men whose passion is war.
The Art of Luis Garcia
Fantastic Art
Subversive Beauty
Dome
Conceptions I

The creme de la creme of bestselling fantasy artist, Luis Royo, is compiled and presented here in this handsome thick hardback volume,
featuring 240 pages of his best work over the years. Includes a fold-out poster.
The author of Midnight's Children and The Satanic Verses describes his 1986 trip to Nicaragua and shares his impressions of the true
Nicaragua--the people, politics, land, poetry, and problems behind the headlines. Reprint.
A groundbreaking meditation on pain, painkillers, and dependence from a prescription opioid user. Her writing has been described as
"measured," "sensuous," and "compelling." In 2016, Carlyn Zwarenstein's short narrative on pain made the Globe and Mail'sTop 100
Books. Now, she returns with a seductive dive into opioids and the nature of dependence. North Americans are the world's most prolific
users of opioid painkillers. In On Opium, Zwarenstein describes her own use of opioid-inspired medicines to cope with a painful
disease. Evoking both Thomas De Quincey and Frida Kahlo, she travels from the decadence of recreational drug use in past eras to the
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misery and privation of the overdose crisis today. Speaking with users of prescribed morphine, illicit fentanyl, and smoked opium,
Zwarenstein investigates uncomfortable questions about why people use substances and when substance use becomes addiction. And
she exposes causes of drug-related harms: the debilitating effects of poverty, isolation, and trauma; the role of race, class, and gender in
addressing pain; and a system of prohibition that has converted age-old medicines into taboo substances. Through all of this,
Zwarenstein finds hope. Drawing on solidarity between illicit drug users and people in pain; in a wise understanding of what humans
need to be well; and in radical drug policies like legalization and safe supply, she lays out a vision of a world where suffering is no
longer lauded, and opioids are no longer demonized.
Masters and Legends of Fantasy Art, 2nd Edition is the ultimate guide to fantasy, sci-fi, and comic art techniques, advice, and theory.
Packed with 22 in-depth interviews and amazing workshops from the biggest names in the genre, you'll learn everything you need to
know to paint like these fantasy art masters. Discover how to create classic fantasy, imaginative sci-fi, and comic art, with advice on
how to tell visual stories, make inspired illustrations, and create strong characters. You'll also learn how to paint better spaceships,
faeries, aliens, and elf rangers, with plenty of tips about creating a traditional or modern look using digital techniques. A core skills
section offers basic training on topics such as using custom brushes and rendering realistic materials like cloth, rock, silk, fur, and
shiny metal. A free CD and download link offers video workshops with the artists, layered image files and more. Featured artists in the
new 2nd edition include: * Frank Frazetta * H.R. Giger * Syd Mead * Boris Vallejo & Julie Bell * James Gurney * Chris Foss *
Charles Vess * Adam Hughes * Andrew Jones
Royo Dark Tarot
Conceptions II
Wild Sketches 3
Prohibited Book

An artist admirer of a master is fascinated by his increasingly dark visions and seeks to meet him. The trip becomes a voyage into
teh depth of dreams and nightmares... In an exciting new hardcover format and featuring almost all-new work!
The newest collection of amazing fantasy art with a deeply sensual touch. All never-before-seen! In full-colour throughout.
An artist of the spectacular. Each collection sparkles with pieces seen on book covers from around the world. Fantasy, science
fiction, eroticism, etc... Royo has devised a special personal mix of media that makes his work so uncannily real, so beguilingly
engaging as to make him a best-selling star.
This beautiful sketchbook is an exciting collection of fresh new images, revealed to us as they are seized by the artist's agile,
nervous pencil. The result is an exceptional journey through drawings, sketches and pencils.
Bleak Seasons
Women
She Is The Darkness
Fantasy Art Book. Soul and Sword
Dead Moon Epilogue

- This final edition in Luis Royo's Conceptions series is dedicated to the feminine figure.
- Luis Royo was commissioned by Muscovite to paint the ceiling of his luxurious new castle. The results: a ton of life-size women! The owner
has graciously allowed this masterpiece to be shown to the outside world in this collection.
- The third volume of the Prohibited book saga, which completes the trilogy, contains a sensational illustrated story full of eroticism written by
Luis Royo.
2038. The world has transformed from dream to nightmare. Gargoyle-like figures observe the streets from the rooftops. Many of the huge
warehouses have become hotbeds for sinister beings, only possible in a perturbed mind or directly extracted from atavistic terrors. Ironically,
New York remains the emblem of the world. Decimated of inhabitants, decrepit and ruinous metropolis, yet at the same time infected by new
residents impossible to define in waging the final war. At the heart of this fatal scenario: Luz, her sword Malefic, and lots of questions.
Apocalypse is only the beginning of the most ambitious work by Luis Royo and Romulo Royo, who launch themselves into creating the fantasy
universe of Malefic Time with three illustration books.
The Ice Dragon
Water Sleeps
The Jaguar Smile
Pain, Pleasure, and Other Matters of Substance
Malefic
Compilation of breathtaking covers and fantasy illustration by the best-selling painter, and artist of the spectacular. Each
collection sparkles with pieces seen on book covers from around the world. Fantasy, science fiction, eroticism - Royo
has devised a special personal mix of media that makes his work so uncannily real and engaging. Full colour throughout.
After the Company's defeat at Dejagore, Lady, one of the few survivors, sets out to avenge herself and the Company
against the Shadowmasters, and she joins forces with an ancient and mysterious murder cult. Reissue.
- World-renowned artist Luis Royo presents more of his artwork in this, the final installment of his Wild Sketches series.
Presented in a manga-style format, Wild Sketches features hundreds of sketches by Royo depicting hauntingly beautiful
and eerily exotic women.
Dead Moon depicts, like a flickering flame burning out, the fire between Moon and Mars, and its inevitable end. Their
epilogue, full of fantastic illustrations, plunges into the bloody and remote story of Lovyang, of its people, its tyrannical
and opposed rulers, and the love-hate relationship between the protagonists of this legend.
Dark Labyrinth
Conceptions III
Dreams of Steel
Projects Goddesses
A Nicaraguan Journey
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A cult classic, adapted into a film starring Christian Bale. Is evil something you are? Or is it
something you do? Patrick Bateman has it all: good looks, youth, charm, a job on Wall Street,
reservations at every new restaurant in town and a line of girls around the block. He is also a
psychopath. A man addicted to his superficial, perfect life, he pulls us into a dark underworld
where the American Dream becomes a nightmare . . . With an introduction by Irvine Welsh,
Bret Easton Ellis's American Psycho is one of the most controversial and talked-about novels of
all time. A multi-million-copy bestseller hailed as a modern classic, it is a violent black comedy
about the darkest side of human nature.
200 pages collection of Digital Art, pencils, sketches and digital painting processes done by
the artist Javier Charro.
Glen Cook's She is the Darkness is the second book in the fast-paced Glittering Stone military
fantasy series. The wind whines and howls with bitter breath. Lightning snarls and barks. Rage
is an animate force upon the plain of glittering stone. Even shadows are afraid. At the heart of
the plain stands a vast grey stronghold, unknown, older than any written memory. One ancient
tower has collapsed across the fissure. From the heart of the fastness comes a great deep slow
breath like that of a slumbering world-heart, cracking the olden silence. Death is eternity.
Eternity is stone. Stone is silence. Stone cannot speak but stone remembers. So begins the
next movement of Glittering Stone.... The tale again comes to us from the pen of Murgen,
Annalist and Standard Bearer of the Black Company, whose developing powers of travel
through space and time give him a perspective like no other. Led by the wily commander,
Croaker, and the Lady, the Company is working for the Taglian government, but neither the
Company nor the Taglians are overflowing with trust for each other. Arrayed against both is a
similarly tenuous alliance of sorcerers, including the diabolical Soulcatcher, the psychotic
Howler, and a four-year-old child who may be the most powerful of all. At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Masters Of Spanish Comic Book Art is a celebration of the great artists who revolutionized
horror comics in the 1970s with their work on Warren's Vampirella, Creepy, and Eerie horror
comics. This first-ever comprehensive history of Spanish comic books and Spanish comic
artists reveals their extraordinary success -- not just in Spain and America, but around the
world. Containing artwork from over 80 artists, this in-depth retrospective includes profiles of
such legends as Esteban Maroto, Sanjulian, Jose Gonzalez, Jordi Bernet, Enrich, Victor De La
Fuente, Jose Ortiz and Luis Garcia Mozos. With 500 illustrations, over half scanned directly
from the original artwork, Masters Of Spanish Comic Book Art honors the "Golden Generation"
whose artwork inspired the imagination of comic book lovers everywhere.
Prohibited
The Best of Luis Royo
Visions
Fantasy Art Book
Prohibited Sketchbook
Fantastic ArtThe Best of Luis RoyoNbm Publishing Company
Diversity. This word alone could define the meaning of Dreams, a book which compiles
intese and eclectic works by Luis Royo which were created in the last 10 years. Fantasy,
the Wild West, Science Fiction... The viewer should not be surprised to find all these
genres co-existing with one another in this dense selection, a masterful display of great
versatility. These works, never before published in a book, include sketches, comments by
the author and new illustrations.
The Ice Dragon is an enchanting tale of courage and sacrifice for young readers and
adults by the wildly popular author of the #1 New York Times bestselling Song of Ice and
Fire series, George R.R. Martin. Lavish illustrations by acclaimed artist Luis Royo
enrich this captivating and heartwarming story of a young girl and her dragon. In the
world of A Song of Ice and Fire the ice dragon was a creature of legend and fear, for no
man had ever tamed one. When it flew overhead, it left in its wake desolate cold and
frozen land. But Adara was not afraid. For Adara was a winter child, born during the
worst freeze that anyone, even the Old Ones, could remember. Adara could not remember the
first time she had seen the ice dragon. It seemed that it had always been in her life,
glimpsed from afar as she played in the frigid snow long after the other children had
fled the cold. In her fourth year she touched it, and in her fifth year she rode upon its
broad, chilled back for the first time. Then, in her seventh year, on a calm summer day,
fiery dragons from the North swooped down upon the peaceful farm that was Adara's home.
And only a winter child—and the ice dragon who loved her—could save her world from utter
destruction. This new edition of The Ice Dragon is sure to become a collector's item for
fans of HBO's megahit Game of Thrones. At the Publisher's request, this title is being
sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
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200 p�ginas. Colecci�n de arte digital, l�pices, bocetos y procesos de color digital
realizados por el ilustrador Javier Charro.
Book Two of Glittering Stone: A Novel of the Black Company
A Novel of the Black Company
Dead Moon
American Psycho
Techniques for Drawing, Painting and Digital Art from 36 Acclaimed Artists
When Larissa Demming, a seemingly happily married woman, encounters Pan, a creature sprung from the pages of Greek mythology or
from her own wild yearnings, it leads her to a confrontation with her hidden past and secret desires
Luis Garcia was one of the most talented artists of the legendary Spanish Invasion which transformed Warren comics in the 1970s,
creating artwork that was both stunningly attractive and astonishingly realistic. Garcia drew for all the Warren titles but wa
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